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NEVER Again Leave Matters To Just Chance Or Luck! Discover How To Master The Secret Art Of
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The Secrets Of Magick And Wiccan Success!

So you may have asked yourself or many others in real life and over the internet this question. "What does it take to become a real life wizard or witch?" I hope to
answer this question for you and give you a run down on what you need to know and what it takes to be a full-time user of magick and wicca.
First be aware that your mental faculties must be sharp and ready for learning, seeking knowledge and not being overwhelmed with thoughts. There are so many
distractions in today's world most of us tune out the need for solitude in our minds. This leads to the disaster of not knowing or hearing your inner voice or gut instinct.
With magick and spells this part of you, or known as your inner self is a source of abundance and power.
Living a magical life means that you have to become aware of yourself in your daily interactions and life experiences. You have to start questioning your beliefs. Such as
outdated beliefs or things you learned from childhood or your younger years that may be holding you back or keeping you from transforming to new shapes and forms
of reality.
The next thing you are going to do is process what is good for you and what is toxic in your daily life. You may notice that you don't spend enough time in nature, or that
you are too obsessed with something like weight loss or money. Distracting thoughts and negativity is only emotional baggage that will hamper and hinder your abilities
to use and see the magick in daily life.
Thirdly when you do conduct your rituals and wicca spell casting to gain things or to banish things you will need to have a firm sense of equilibrium in your own mind and
life. Many people who do black magick do it to attack or to use other people because they themselves lack the ability or are too lazy to empower themselves. Instead
they attack others which only comes back to hit them even harder later on.
Being able to use and do magick and wicca should only be used for the highest and greatest good that you can be. Using magick or wicca spells to degrade or hold
others back or enforce your own will on another person is wrong. The best user of magick spells and wicca knows that love and balance are the keys to success!

Magick Techniques That Give You Empowerment!

Where do you want to go using wicca in daily life? Where do you think using wicca spells can take you? How abundant is the possibility of using magick in daily life to
co-create situations and scenarios that favor you? How can you tap into the flow of your own cosmic life path illuminating yourself to your highest and greatest using
wicca?
I hope to answer some of these questions for you so you too can unfold and manifest to be your brightest and greatest self you can attain too. You will also be
rewarded with good karma, which is a very real thing that effects you in this lifetime and many more to come, past and present.
I believe the very first exercise a new becoming witch or wizard should do, is to meditate on a daily basis. I want you to basically meditate for 20-45 minutes a day.
Daily. This will allow you to detach from the daily grind of life and will help your mental faculties by keeping you calm and not as controllable emotionally or mentally by
outside forces. The art of meditation will improve your over all mental health, including physical health. When it comes to practicing and using magick and wicca to the
point where it is extremely effective, relates on how well you can induce yourself into a positive trance.
Another big part of being an effective witch or wizard is the ability to have an over all sense of health and well being. This means drinking enough water on a daily basis,
resisting non foods like fast-food franchises and garbage like chips and pop. To clean your overall health you will need to remove toxic foods and things you put into
your body. I'm not saying you have to abstain from ever eating junk-food again but rather alert you to the fact you can't and won't be in a good state of mind. If you are
overwhelmed and saturated with garbage non foods and other toxins you don't need your magick and wicca results will suffer.
The last tip I would like to share on magick and wicca is to practice using your will power and self discipline on a daily basis. I want you to purge the negative thought
patterns and beliefs that over indulgence is OK. Because it isn't. Being able to strengthen your will power and determination will set you further upon the path of magical
success.
These tips on wicca and magick don't really seem like magical knowledge but for someone who is following the lessons and teachings of magick will find that these are
truths for optimal success with wicca!
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These tips on wicca and magick don't really seem like magical knowledge but for someone who is following the lessons and teachings of magick will find that these are
truths for optimal success with wicca!

How To Make Your Wiccan Magick Spells Work Every Time!

Today I would like to share with you some different facts, points and tips on how to be more successful with your magick rituals and wicca spells. I would like to
include some different information you may never have heard of before or stuff you already know. Ultimately I wrote this article for your best and greatest cultivation.
Whether that be working a full time job or being a great athlete. Magick and wicca can empower you and take you to the highest levels of fulfilling your personal
dreams.
Here's a handful of tips I have learned through out the years I have been practicing and using magick and spells to become my best.
Magickal technique #1 - Meditation - I cannot stress this highly enough! Meditation brings you much closer to your true real self. The "I" which is beyond your ego is
who and what you truly are. When you meditate on a daily basis from 20 to 30 minutes daily you will have much greater reserves of inner strength and inner peace. You
will be unshaken by events in daily life that would have made you stressed without having meditated before hand. Let's also not forget that cultivating your mental
abilities is a huge and important factor when using wicca and magick for daily life.
Magickal technique #2 - Question everything. When you are beginning to learn about magick and wicca you will find that the internet is full of information. Many
different people have different ideas on how magick works while others know much more. I suggest that you read as much about wicca and rituals from other authors
and teachers of the occult arts. Once you have gained enough knowledge the very next thing you will need to do is question it. Ask yourself, "Does this theory work for
me?" If you find that you are gravitating towards a certain type of magick or teacher be sure to question all the information within. Only you can answer the best
questions of occultism.
Magickal technique #3 - Practice what you learn. There is only one way to find out if a certain magicka spell or wiccan ritual will work and that is by trying it out. Many
people will spend years studying occultism and magick but never truly get their feet wet by using it or at least trying it. The more you practice the spells while energizing
them with faith and will power will bring you results you can't get from just reading.
I hope these three special techniques help you on your wiccan path!

Don't Let Your Magick Be Held Back By These Things...

You are in for a treat today because I intend on teaching you things about yourself that may be holding you back or at least challenging your beliefs and abilities with
wicca and being able to transmute and manifest your desires and wishes into reality.
If you are working on learning magickal spells and wiccan spells then you will need to know much more about magick and applying it. There is more to just creating and
chanting spells. The magickal process all starts and ends with you. So being able to be your best and most in tuned with the process of ordering from the universe makes
things like magick, wicca, and manifestation a heck of a lot easier.
In the first step in your journey you will have to question and remove limiting thoughts and beliefs based on what magick and wicca is and how it affects you. You may
have been like myself and were grown and raised in a Christian household. There is nothing wrong with that but my first twenty years of life I was against all forms of
magick and wicca.
I had to dig deep and ask myself why I felt and thought the way I did about it. It all related to my earlier belief structures from childhood from my childhood beliefs. So I
pulled them out of my mind and continued on contemplating what could be holding me back.
Another big bad thing when it comes to becoming tuned in with your higher self is the problem of negative thinking and over thinking in daily life. If you chant a spell and
only five seconds later you are worrying about your relatives coming to stay at your house this weekend, do you really expect your spell to have worked? You need to
have
a free with
and very
uncluttered mind to get anywhere with the occult and magick.
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Another big bad thing when it comes to becoming tuned in with your higher self is the problem of negative thinking and over thinking in daily life. If you chant a spell and
only five seconds later you are worrying about your relatives coming to stay at your house this weekend, do you really expect your spell to have worked? You need to
have a free and very uncluttered mind to get anywhere with the occult and magick.
One more thing that may be blocking you from becoming your best with wiccan and witchcraft methods is that you are being treated negatively by people you tell about
your beliefs. Well the answer here to this problem is very simple and easy. All you have to do is be secretive about your witchcraft and wiccan beliefs. If people ask if
you believe in God be sure to agree but don't go too far in explaining your beliefs.
Becoming a real life modern and urban wizard or witch can be accomplished but there are many steps the student must take before he or she realizes the upper realms
of reality where wicca and magick exist.

Reasons Why Not Too Use Black Magick

Black magic spells and black witchcraft are a very limited way of conducting and using the universe. It can be quite harmful not only to the person or people you cast a
black magic spell on but yourself as well.
People with limited knowledge of magic and the over all consequences when it comes to rebirth and karma are usually interested in what is called, "The Left Hand Path"
of magic. This is the type of magic a black witch or wizard would use to endanger other people, control other people, manipulate other people and to control them like a
puppet.
Sure black magic spells may seem appealing at first but when you realize that what you send out into the universe comes back at you three-fold you will see the disaster
and consequences related with using and practicing in black magic.
Other magicians will say that the left hand path is equal to the right. However when it comes to controlling, manipulating and abusing people and other beings for your
own personal gain a black wizard would say it is OK.
But when I tell you that the highest mystical path and union with the God(s) is that of Love, compassion, and kindness you will understand how truly detrimental playing
with black magic can be to a person.
You want to think about the karmic results of your actions. If you were to attack someone physically for no reason you would go to jail. Well if you attack someone
with magic the laws of karma will be equally as devastating on you in your day to day life.
Some dark magicians will tell you that you only live once so why not live to the fullest? Well for some people the belief is there that we only live once, but based on
ancient scripture and most of the religious texts in the world we re-incarnate.
You don't have to believe this, but listen to this for one second. Say you destroy a family using dark magic with the full intentions to hurt and destroy each and individual.
Now picture that in your next life the chances could be that you will live in a dysfunctional family like the one you created in your previous life time while using black
magic spells.
Another thing is to realize is that the karmic effects of black magic may not happen right away. They may not reach you later into life while you are in old age. It can
even affect people who are special to you. Is using black magic spells worth it? No they are not.
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Discover How To Activate Your Brain Into A Million Dollar Generating Machine! Lean How To
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